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 ps3 And copy this script to it. [PS3] UpgrdAve3.40.ps3.zip - ( 12.7 MB) This is an update to the Current_ FW 3.40 (12.7 MB)
Direct download: UpgrdAve3.40.iso ( 11.9 MB) UpdAve3.40: Download this file and put it in the H:/PS3/ cfw/upgrade folder

to update your current fw 3.40 to 3.40.55.1. If you have any problems just put it in there and do not need to go into the updater.
[PS3] CFW 3.55 and above downgrader any CFW version: (v3.55+): ( 1, 1.34 MB) First install this cfw and update to 3.55 and
above to downgrader version, but first make a folder in H:/PS3/ so you know where to put this file. 2. Download the nfo (NFO)
from here ( 1, 1.04 MB) and then open it and copy this files. 3. Paste it where you have the downgrader nfo put and also Paste
this script and click Save. 4. Go to updater and update to 3.55 and above. [PS3] CFW 3.42 and above downgrader any CFW
version: (v3.42+): ( 1, 1.69 MB) First install this cfw and update to 3.42 and above to downgrader version, but first make a

folder in H:/PS3/ so you know where to put this file. 2. Download the nfo (NFO) from here ( 1, 1.20 MB) and then open it and
copy this files. 3. Paste it where you have the downgrader nfo put and also Paste this script and click Save. 4. Go to updater and
update to 3.42 and above. [PS3] CFW 3.42 downgrader ks3 version: (v3.42): (1, 5.08 MB) This is an update to the Current_ FW

3.42 (5.08 MB) Direct download: Upd3.42: Download this file and put it in the H:/PS3/ cfw/upgrade folder to update your
current fw 3.42 82157476af
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